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As one of the potential alternatives to reduce the operation temperature of solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC)
to the intermediate temperature range, protonic ceramic fuel cell (H+-SOFC or PCFC) has received
more and more attention. Because there is lower activation energy of protons transport than that of
oxygen ions, the vapor is produced within the cathode side instead of anode side. It means that there
are different relations among the microstructure parameters, electrode properties and multi-physics
working processes within fuel cells, compared with the traditional high temperature O2--SOFC and low
temperature proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC). In this paper, the percolation micro model
is adopted to study the effects of the microstructure parameters on the detail effective multi-physics
transporting and electrochemical properties of PCFC binary component anode and cathode. It would
be helpful to quantitatively understand the influence of microstructure factors on PCFC operation and
further apply the understanding to the design and fabrication of composite electrode microstructure as
the approach to achieve a high PCFC performance.

Keywords: Protonic ceramic fuel cell; Percolation theory; Porous composite electrode microstructure;
Multi-physics transporting and electrochemical properties

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, protonic ceramic fuel cell (H+-SOFC or PCFC) has received much attention due to its
very different characteristics [1-4], compared with the solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) operating in high
temperature zone (i.e., 600 oC -800 oC) [5-7] and the proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC)
operating in low temperature zone (i. e., <100 oC). On one hand, PCFCs use the solid ceramic as the
dense electrolyte and can directly use hydrocarbon fuels to generate electricity with a conversion
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efficiency above 50% [1]. On the other hand, the PCFC that works around intermediate temperature
zone (i.e., 200 oC -500 oC) can relief the pressures of both the compatibility constraint among the
components and operational complexity in high temperature condition [8-10]. Generally, the PCFCs
have the following two advantages: a) lower activation energy of proton transport than that of oxygen
ions at the intermediate temperature zone [11-13], which means the protonic electric conductivities of
these ceramic materials have less temperature dependence compared with most of the oxygen
conducting ceramic materials; b) vapor will be generated within the cathode instead of anode zone.
Thus, faster fuel transport capability will greatly decrease the concentration polarization loss within the
support anode layer, and higher Nernst potential can also be expected [11].
As reported by J. Kim [11], NdBa0.5Sr0.5Co1.5Fe0.5O5+δ (NBSCF) had the H+/O2-/e- triple
conducting properties and could effectively extend the electrochemical active sites of PCFC cathode.
The La0.4Sr0.6Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ - BaZr0.7Pr0.1Y0.2O3-δ (LSCF-BZCY) and La0.4Sr0.6Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ Ce0.8Sm0.2O1.9 (LSCF-SDC) composite cathodes for PCFCs were compared and found that proton
electron mixed conducting composite cathode was more suitable than the oxygen ion electron mixed
conducting cathodes to serve the PCFCs [14]. S. Choi found that the protonic ceramic electrochemical
cells with PBSCF as air electrode, BZCYYb as dense electrolyte and Ni-BZCYYb as fuel electrode
could provide high stability and faradaic efficiencies for both the hydrogen production and electricity
generation processes [2]. Generally speaking, the porous composite electrodes are considered as the
key components to support the energy conversion of PCFC between the chemical and electric energies.
Taking the porous composite cathode of PCFC as an example, it is not limited to the following
functions; a) providing the continuous paths for the gas, electron, oxygen ions and proton transports,
respectively; b) providing the coexistence sites of oxygen, O2- and electron transporting networks to
support the oxygen reduction half reaction; c) providing the coexistence sites of O2-, proton and vapor
transfer paths to support the vapor formation half reaction. In other words, the PCFC performance is a
tradeoff of these electric charges and species transporting processes and the electrochemical reactions.
The electric charges and species will choose the most convenient path to be transported and converted
among each other for achieving the minimal energy drop, which will greatly depend on the
compromising among the effective properties of composite electrode. Therefore, studying the effects
of the microstructure on the effect physics and electrochemical properties of both the PCFC composite
anode and cathode is very important.
In general, the percolation micro model has been considered as the proper approach to present
the relations between the microstructure parameters and the effective physics transporting and
electrochemical properties of different porous composite mediums. It consists of the coordination
number theory and percolation theory. The coordinaiton number theory represents the powder
connecting conditions within structure constructed by the random packing reconstruction particles [15].
These coordination numbers would be further related to the effective physics transporting and
electrochemical properties of the composite mediums. These relating formulas would be further
obtained by the percolation theory. Bouvard [16] and Suzuki [17] proposed the empirical expression to
evaluate the coordination numbers of a binary random packing sphere structure from the
microstructure parameters. Then, the analytical expressions were further developed by Costamagna
[18] to further relate these coordination numbers and the physics and electrochemical properties of
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SOFC composite electrodes. Recently, D. Chen [15] further revised the coordination number theory to
make it satisfy the contact number conservation principle, and further generalized the percolation
micro model to evaluate the effective properties for a LSM particles, coarse YSZ and fine YSZ
particles 3-components SOFC composite electrode. Different poly-disperse powder size distributions
of composite cathode and anode components were studied, finding that component material with
mono-sized particle sizes could increase 32% three phase boundary (TPB) lengths than that with a
normal distribution characteristic of particle sizes [19]. Bertei [20] had further investigated the effects
of pore former on the SOFC composite electrode by a revised percolation theory. Then, the percolation
micro model was further developed to predict the electrochemical properties of a SOFC composite
cathode with a mixed electron and oxygen ion conductor (i..e., LSCF-YSZ and LSCF-LSM composite
cathodes) [21, 22]. Up to now, the percolation micro models have been widely adopted to predict the
effective properties for different composite mediums [23-26]. Additionally, the percolation micro
model is widely incorporated into the button cell level model to research on the relation between the
electrode microstructures and the fuel cell multi-physics coupling performances [27-32].

Figure 1. The electric charges and species transporting and electrochemical reaction processes within
a typical LSCF-BZCY/BZCY/Ni-BZCY protonic ceramic fuel cell.

All of the above research results would greatly increase our understanding on the composite
electrodes microstructures, the corresponding transporting and electrochemical properties and fuel cell
multi-physics working details. However, to the best of authors’ knowledge, there are rare reports about
the micro models for the PCFC composite electrodes. Generally, the PCFCs will have different
microstructure and properties relationships compared with the traditional O2--SOFC and PEMFC
composite electrodes. In this paper, the percolation micro model is adopted to study the effects of the
microstructure parameters on the detail effective multi-physics transporting and electrochemical
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properties of PCFC binary component anode and cathode. It would improve the understanding of the
PCFC composite electrodes on microstructure level.

2. PERCOLATION MICRO MODEL FOR THE PCFC COMPOSITE ANODE AND
CATHODE
Fig. 1 shows the working processes within a typical Ni-BZCY/BZCY/LSCF-BZCY PCFC to
illustrate the functional requirements of the physics transport and electrochemical properties for both
the composite anode and cathodes within PCFC. Grey, blue and orange particles present the Ni, LSCF,
and BZCY powders, respectively. Similarly, the grey, purple, green and red arrows indicate the
electron, oxygen ion, proton and reactant species transfer paths. Although BaZr0.1Ce0.7Y0.2O3-δ may
also present the oxygen ion and electron conducting capabilities, their values are very small, compared
with the proton conductivity of BZCY powder, electron conductivity of both LSCF and Ni powders,
and the oxygen ion conductivities of LSCF powder, while it is operated around the inter and low
temperature regimes [12, 33, 34]. It is reasonable to treat BZCY powders as the pure proton conductors
in current study,
For the Ni-BZCY composite anode, the continuous Ni particles network that connect to the
anode interconnect will provide the e- conducting path. Similarly, the continuous BZCY particles
network that connect to the dense electrolyte will provide the H= conducting path. The percolated pores
that connects throughout the entire electrode structure will provide the fuel diffusing path. The coexist
sites of the electron, proton and pores networks will provide the anodic electrochemical half reaction
the triple phase boundary lengths,
H 2 (pore)  H  (BZCY)+2e- (Ni)
(1)
where the remarks within parentheses mean the carriers of the corresponding electric charges
and reactant species. Apparently, the electrochemical half reaction in Eq. (1) owns the heterogeneous
characteristic referring to the H2, e- and H+.
For the LSCF-BZCY binary components cathode, the continuous LSCF particles network
connected to the cathode interconnect will provide the electron conducting path. The continuous LSCF
powder network connected to the dense electrolyte directly or by BZCY particles will provide the
oxygen ion conducting path. The continuous BZCY particles network connected to the dense
electrolyte will provide the H= conducting path. The percolated pores that connects throughout the
entire electrode structure will provide the oxygen and vapor diffusing ways. Different from O2--SOFC,
the cathodic electrochemical reactions within PCFC should consist of oxygen reducing half reaction as
Eq. (2) and vapor formation half reaction as Eq. (3). Because only the protons can pass through the
PCFC dense electrolyte, generally, the oxygen reducing half reaction can be estimated as a function of
the oxygen partial pressure pO 2 with a reaction order 1/4 [13, 35, 36]. The vapor formation half
reaction is a function of vapor partial pressure pH2O in a reaction order 1/2 [35, 37].

0.5O2 (pore)+2e- (LSCF)  O2 (LSCF)
O2 (LSCF)  2H  (BZCY)  H 2O(pore)

(2)
(3)
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Therefore, balancing the e-, H+, O2- and species transfer properties and the anodic
electrochemical active, cathodic oxygen reductive and vapor formatting active sites by adjusting the
microstructure parameters is one of the most important steps for achieving the high multi-physics and
electrochemical coupling performance processes.
The percolation micro-model is a proper approach to present the relations between the
microstructure parameters and the effective physics and electrochemical properties of the PCFC
composite electrodes. Firstly, coordination numbers are adopted to characterize the connecting
conditions among the different powders within the porous mediums.
Taking the binary components composite electrode as an example, the coordination number
between a k-powder and all its neighboring powders could be evaluated by,
2

Z k   Z k ,l

(4)

l 1

where Z k ,l is the average contact number between the k-powder and all of its neighboring l powders. It can be evaluated as a function of the microstructure parameters (i.e., electrode component,
volume fraction, particle radius and so on) [13, 15],
Z  l / rl
Z k ,l  (1  rk2 / rl 2 )
(5)
2 2
 k / rk
k 1

where rk and  k are the radius and solid volume fraction of the k-powders, Z  6 is the
average coordination number of all powders in the random packing structure [38].
The number of k -powders per unit volume can be obtained as,
(1  g ) k
nkV 
, [m-3]
(6)
4 rk3 / 3
where  g is the porosity of the porous composite electrode. Then, nkV Zk ,l (k  l ) and

nkV Zk ,k / 2 are the number of k-l (k  l ) contacts and k-k contacts per unit volume.
Secondly, the percolation theory will be used to further connect the coordination numbers to
the effective physics transporting and electrochemical properties of the composite electrodes within the
PCFC.
For the Ni-BZCY composite anode of PCFC in Fig. 1, the percolated triple phase boundaries
among the Ni networks connected to the anode interconnect, BZCY networks connected to the dense
electrolyte, and the pores networks connected to the anode channels will provide the active sites for the
anodic electrochemical half reaction in Eq. (1),
V
H
Ni-BZCY-pore
  Ni,BZCY nNiV Z Ni,BZCY PNie PBZCY
, [m-2]
+

(7)

where  Ni,BZCY  2 rc is the circular length of per Ni-BZCY contact as illustrated in Fig. 2a.

rc  min(rk , rl )sin  can be estimated through the smaller powder radius and contact angle  .
V
Z Ni,BZCY is the overall number of Ni-BZCY
As illustrated in Equations. (5) and (6), nNi
+

H
contacts per volume of the Ni-BZCY composite anode. PBZCY
is the probability of the corresponding

BZCY particle that belongs to the percolated H+ conducting path throughout the whole anode
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structure. Thus, it can be a function of the coordination conditions among the BZCY particles as [13,
39],

 4.236  Z BZCY,BZCY 
(8)
PBZCY  1  

2.472


As illustrated in Eq. (5), Z k , k is a function of the electrode component, powder radii and
3.7

H+

volume fraction. There is a threshold value of the volume fraction  kc for the k-particles (i.e., BZCY
powders) to construct the percolated network, while the ratios between the k- and l-powder sizes are
chosen;
c /r
Z k ,k  Z 2 k k  1.764
(9)

/
r
 l 1 l l
The volume fraction threshold value of the electrode component (i.e., LSCF of BZCY) is an
important factor to ensure the high physics transporting and electrochemical properties of a composite
electrode. Similarly, the probability of the corresponding Ni-particle belonging to the percolated
electronic conducting path throughout the whole anode structure can be estimated by Eq. (8) as
3.7

PNie  1  (4.236  Z Ni,Ni ) / 2.472 .
-

Figure 2. Active sites for the anodic electrochemical reaction within the binary component anode and
over the dense electrolyte surface.
In addition, as illustrated in Fig. 2b, the percolated Ni-BZCY-pores TPBs over the dense
electrolyte surface areas are another important electrochemical active sites to support the anodic
electrochemical reaction;
S
Ni-ele-pore
  Ni,elenNiS PNie



, [m-1]

(10)

where the per contact length between a Ni particle and the dense electrolyte surface could be
calculated by  Ni,ele  2 rNi sin  . The k-powder number over per square meters dense electrolyte
surface is [19],
nkS  (1  g ) k / (2 rk2 / 3) , [m-2]

(11)

For the LSCF-BZCY binary composite cathode in Fig. 1, however, the cathodic
electrochemical reactions within PCFC should consist of oxygen reducing half reaction as Eq. (2) and
vapor formation half reaction as Eq. (3). LSCF and BZCY are the electron oxygen ion mixed
conducting medium and the proton conducting medium, respectively. In other words, e- and O2- exist
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at the LSCF powders; H+ can only be transported by BZCY powder; O2 and vapor are diffused through
the porous phase within the LSCF-BZCY binary cathode.
Because LSCF particles have the electronic and oxygen ionic mixed conducting property, the
percolated LSCF surfaces that are exposed to the gas phase are potential electrochemical active sites to
support the cathodic oxygen reduction in Eq. (2) [13, 22],


V
V
e
, [m-1]
Ses,LSCF
 nLSCF
ses PLSCF

(12)

e
PLSCF
represents the probability of the LSCF particle belonging to both percolated electron and

oxygen ion conducting paths within the LSCF-BZCY binary cathode. It can be similarly calculated by
Eq. (8). As illustrated in Fig. 3a, ses is the exposed surface area of each LSCF powder. It could be
evaluated by subtracting the LSCF spherical surface area with the overlap parts from its neighboring
LSCF and BZCY particles [13, 21];
2
ses  2 rLSCF
[2  (1  cosLSCF )ZLSCF,LSCF  (1  cosLSCF )ZLSCF,BZCY ] , [m-1] (13)
where  LSCF is the contact angle between rLSCF- and its neighboring r2-powder and

rLSCF sin LSCF  r2 sin 2 [13, 22].

Figure 3. Potential active sites for the cathodic reactions; a) percolated LSCF surfaces for the oxygen
reducing reaction, b-c) percolated LSCF-BZCY binary phases areas for the vapor producing
reactions.
Similarly, the vapor formation half reaction in Eq. (3) implies that the coexist sites of O2-, H+
and vapor transfer paths are required. As LSCF and BZCY powders are the oxygen ionic and protonic
conducting mediums within the binary composite cathode, respectively, and the percolated LSCFBZCY double phase contact areas (shown in Fig. 3b) would be the potential active sites for the
cathodic vapor formation half reaction,
V
V
O
H
ALSCF-BZCY
 aLSCF,BZCY nLSCF
ZLSCF, BZCY PLSCF
PBZCY
, [m-2]
(14)
2
As illustrated in Fig. 2b, aLSCF-BZCY   rc is the cross-sectional areas per BZCY-LSCF contact.
2-

+

+

H
PBZCY
is the probability of BZCY powders that contributes to the percolated proton conducting

network. The percolated H+ conducting path is a key factor to extend the vapor formation half reaction
active sites from the dense electrolyte into the composite cathode zone.
Similarly, the percolated LSCF-BZCY double phases contact areas over the cathode/dense
electrolyte interface (illustrated in Fig. 3c), could also provide the coexisting sites of oxygen ion,
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proton and vapor transfer ways. They are also the potential electrochemical active sites for the vapor
formation half reaction as described in Eq. (3),
S
S
O
ALSCF-BZCY
 aLSCF,ele nLSCF
PLSCF
, [m-1]
2-

(15)

where aLSCF,ele   (rLSCF sin  )2 is the contact areas between a LSCF powder and the dense
electrolyte. It could be similarly evaluated by Eq. (12).
In addition to the electrochemical properties, the effective multi-physics transporting
properties, such as the electrons, oxygen ions, protons electric conductivities and the species
diffusivity, are also the important factors to support the energy conversing processes within the PCFC
composite electrodes.
Hydraulic radius is an important item to describe the gas diffusing capability within the porous
electrode structure [40]. Especially for the PCFC composite cathode, where the vapors are generated
within the cathode instead of the anode zone. For the composite electrode with binary components kand l-powders, the hydraulic radius of the porous electrode structure could be calculated as [13, 15],
2
1
rg 
, [m]
(16)
2
k
3
(1  g )
k 1 rk

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
For a typical Ni-BZCY/BZCY/LSCF-BZCY PCFC, the microstructure parameters on the
electrochemical properties of the binary Ni-BZCY anode and LSCF-BZCY cathode will be calculated
and studied by the above percolation micro model, respectively.

3.1. Threshold volume fraction of the component for percolation
Threshold volume fraction value is the minimal loading requirement of a component (i.e., Ni,
LSCF or BZCY) to structure a network connecting throughout the whole composite electrode
structure. Fig. 4 shows the threshold volume fractions of the electronic conducting powder (i.e., Ni or
LSCF) and the protonic conducting BZCY powder, while different powder size ratios are adopted.
For rNi / rBZCY  0.3,0.5,1, 2,3, 4 , the corresponding Ni powder loadings to construct a percolated
c
 10.1%, 17.3%, 29.5%, 45.5%, 54.5% and 62.5%, respectively. The
electric conducting path are  Ni

c

corresponding BZCY powder loadings to construct a percolated protonic conducting path are  BZCY

56.8%, 45.5%, 29.5%, 17.3%, 11.8% and 9.5%, respectively. Thus, it is obvious that while the
c
c
rNi / rBZCY is chosen, the BZCY powder loading should be limited within the range ( BZCY : (1  Ni ) )
for ensuring the percolated of both the electronic and protonic conducting paths. This phenomena is
observed experimentally, the polarization resistance decrease sharply, while the loading of the
electronic conductors reaches the volume fraction value [41].
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Figure 4. The threshold volume fractions of the Ni (or LSCF) powder and BZCY powder, while their
particle size ratios are assigned.

3.2 The electrochemical active sizes of the PCFC composite anode
Taking the Ni-BZCY composite anode with g  0.4 as an example, Fig. 5 displays the effects
of different Ni volume fraction loading and particle sizes ( rNi , rBZCY ) on the percolated Ni-BZCY-pore
V
V
TPB lengths per electrode volume TPB,per
. For rNi  rBZCY  0.5 μm , the relation between the TPB,per

and Ni loading  Ni can be obtained from Fig. 5.

V
Figure 5. Dependence of TPB,per
on the Ni volume fraction loading and particle sizes within the NiBZCY composite anode.

The maximum value 1.19×1012 m-2 will appear at  Ni  50% . From Fig. 5, while the particle
V
size decreases a factor 0.5 to rNi  rBZCY  0.25 μm , the corresponding TPB,per
will increase four times.
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V
is proportional to the particle size r 2 . Furthermore, while different particle sizes of Ni and
TPB,per

BZCY are used ( rNi / rBZCY  1/ 3, 2 ), the corresponding Ni powder loading values for the maximum
V
will shift from 50% to 35% and 65%, respectively. This result is similar and consistent with the
TPB,per

reported result basing on Ni-YSZ composite anode of solid oxide fuel cells [22].
Similarly, Fig. 6 shows the dependence of the percolated Ni-BZCY-pore TPB lengths over the
S
dense electrolyte surface TPB,per
on different Ni volume fraction loading and particle size ( rNi , rBZCY ).
Obviously, the particle size ratio rNi / rBZCY is the key factor to determine the start value of the effective
Ni-BZCY-pore TPB lengths over the electrolyte surface, because it will determine the threshold
volume of the Ni powder loading. Additionally, the practical Ni particle size is an important factor to
S
S
affect the value of TPB,per
. TPB,per
is proportional to the rNi . As shown in Fig. 6, while
S
rNi  rBZCY  0.5 μm is decreased to rNi  rBZCY  0.25 μm , TPB,per will be increased from 9.22×105 m-1

to 18.44×105 m-1.

S
Figure 6. Dependence of TPB,per
on different Ni volume fraction loading and particle sizes within the
Ni-BZCY composite anode.

3.3 The electrochemical active sizes of the PCFC composite cathode
For the PCFC composite cathode (i.e., LSCF-BZCY), however, the electrochemical reactions
will be divided into two steps: a) oxygen will be diffused to the LSCF surface and reacted with the
electrons to produced oxygen ions; b) oxygen ions should be conducted to the LSCF-BZCY binary
phases boundaries and reacted with the protons.
V
Fig. 7 shows the dependence of the percolated exposed LSCF surfaces Ses,LSCF
on different
LSCF volume fraction loading and particle sizes within the LSCF-BZCY composite cathode.
V
Obviously, Ses,LSCF
should keep increasing with the increase LSCF powder loading. For the
V
 2.176 106 m-1 would be achieved at the
rNi  rBZCY  0.5 μm and g  0.4 case, the maximum Ses,LSCF

point  LSCF  100% . Furthermore, decreasing the LSCF particle size by one time should increase the
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V
value by one time. This conclusion is also consistent with the calculated result reported by D.
Ses,LSCF

Chen [13].

V
Figure 7. Dependence of Ses,LSCF
on different LSCF volume fraction loading and particle sizes within
the LSCF-BZCY binary composite cathode.

Fig. 8 further shows the calculated percolated LSCF-BZCY double phases contact areas per
V
electrode volume ALSCF-BZCY
with different LSCF powder loading and particle sizes. Obviously, the
effective

c
c
V
: (1  BZCY
) ).
will be restricted within the LSCF powder loading range ( LSCF
ALSCF-BZCY

c
c
As illustrated in Fig. 4,  LSCF
and  BZCY
are the minimal volume fraction loadings for the LSCF and

BZCY powders to construct the percolated connecting networks, respectively.

Figure 8. further shows the calculated percolated LSCF-BZCY double phases contact areas per
electrode volume with different LSCF powder loading and particle sizes.
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V
For the rNi  rBZCY  0.5 μm case, the maximal ALSCF-BZCY
 0.257 106 m-1 would be
achieved at the point  LSCF  50% ; and it will be increased to 0.515×106 m-1, while the smaller

V
particle size rNi  rBZCY  0.25 μm is adopted. Generally, ALSCF-BZCY
is inversely proportional to
particle size by one time. While (rNi  0.5, rBZCY  0.25 μm) and (rNi  0.5, rBZCY  1.5 μm) are used, the

maximal

V
ALSCF-BZCY
 0.222 106 and 0.072×106 m-1 will appease around the points  LSCF  64% and

24%, respectively.
Similarly, Fig. 9 further shows the calculated percolated LSCF-electrolyte contact areas per
S
unit dense electrolyte surface ALSCF-ele
as a function of the LSCF powder loading and powder sizes.
S
Obviously, for the (rLSCF  rBZCY  0.5 μm) and (rLSCF  rBZCY  0.25 μm) , there are similar ALSCF-ele
~
S
will be decreased with decreasing LSCF powder loading. For the
 LSCF relation curve. ALSCF-ele

(rLSCF=0.5, rBZCY=1.5 μm, rLSCF/rBZCY=1/3) case, the effective

S
will be extended to the range
ALSCF-ele

from  LSCF =13~100%. For the (rLSCF=0.5, rBZCY=0.25 μm, rLSCF/rBZCY=2) case, however, the effective
S
will be reduced to the range from  LSCF =46~100%.
ALSCF-ele

Figure 9. The calculated percolated LSCF-electrolyte contact areas per unit dense electrolyte surface
as a function of the LSCF powder loading and powder sizes.

Fig. 10 further shows the calculated hydraulic radius rg as a function of ed-powder (i.e., Ni or
LSCF in current cases) at (rLSCF=rBZCY=0.5 μm), (rLSCF=rBZCY=0.25 μm), (rLSCF=0.5, rBZCY=0.25 μm)
and (rLSCF=0.5, rBZCY=1.5 μm) cases. Obviously, for the ed- and BZCY powders with the same particle
sizes, the hydraulic radials of the porous electrode structure rg are 0.556 and 0.278 μm for the
(rLSCF=rBZCY=0.5 μm) and (rLSCF=rBZCY=0.25 μm) cases, respectively. For the (rLSCF=0.5 μm,
rBZCY=0.25 μm) case, rg will increase with the increasing ed- powder loading from 0.28 to 0.55 μm.
For the (rLSCF=0.5 μm, rBZCY=1.5 μm), however, rg will decrease with the increasing ed- powder
loading from 1.63 to 0.56 μm.
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Figure 10. The calculated hydraulic radius as a function of ed-powder at different particle sizes cases.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the percolation micro model has been adopted and generalized to study the
influences of the microstructure parameters on the effective electrochemical properties of the NiBZCY and LSCF-BZCY composite electrodes within a full PCFC. Parts of the research results can be
concluded as follows.
For the Ni-BZCY composite anode of PCFC, the percolated Ni-BZCY-pore TPBs per electrode
V
volume TPB,per
was found to be inversely proportional to the particle size r2 by two times. The
S
percolated Ni-BZCY-pore TPBs over the anode/dense electrolyte interface TPB,per
was found to be

inversely proportional to the powder size r by one time. The Ni powder loading corresponding to the
V
maximal TPB,per
would be changed according to the different rNi/rBZCY ratios.
For the LSCF-BZCY composite cathode of PCFC, the percolated exposed LSCF surfaces per
V
electrode volume Ses,LSCF
for the oxygen reducing reaction was found to be inversely proportional to
the powder size r. The BZCY powder size would also affect the effective LSCF powder loading zone
V
for the effective Ses,LSCF
value. The percolated LSCF-BZCY double phases boundaries per electrode
V
ALSCF-BZCY
for the vapor producing reaction was also found to be proportional to the powder
V
size by one time. The LSCF powder loading corresponding to the maximal ALSCF-BZCY
would be

volume

changed according to the different rLSCF/rBZCY ratios. The percolated LSCF-electrolyte contact areas
S
per unit dense electrolyte surface ALSCF-ele
would not be affected by the particle sizes, and could be
adjusted by changing the LSCF powder loading and rNi/rBZCY ratios.
The above developed percolation micro model would be helpful for the researchers to
understand and guide the design and fabrication of microstructure to achieve high PCFC performance.
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